REVOLUTIONARYSERVICE
QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIANS
Join the Revolution with service technicians from Revolution Machine Tools that can maintain, troubleshoot
and fix your machines. Our goal at RMT is to ensure our customers experience smooth operations and greater
return on investment by having their machines repaired and maintained by qualified personnel who are
committed to the customer’s success.
The service team at Revolution Machine Tools is experienced and able to diagnose, repair and install your
equipment when you need it. Twenty-four hours a day, you will reach a live service technician 365 days out
of the year. We know that you can’t wait for days or weeks to keep your production deadlines, and we are
committed to minimizing your downtime and keeping your manufacturing processes moving forward.
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Keeping your machines operating at their peak performance is key to
successful manufacturing. At Revolution Machine Tools, we have the
right preventative maintenance plan to fit your needs; thus, keeping
your machines performing at their most efficient levels.
Our service technicians will create the perfect preventative
maintenance plan for you. They will evaluate your machines, and
provide you with a customized maintenance plan. Each plan will
include general maintenance, safety evaluations, suggested repairs
and part replacement.
SERVICE WHEN YOU NEED IT
Twenty-four hours a day, seven-days a week, you can count on Revolution Machine Tools to be there when you
need them. How many times have you needed customer service for a machine breakdown? Each and every
breakdown equates to a loss in opportunity cost and profit. At Revolution Machine Tools, we are committed to
making sure you get the most out of your equipment, and when it does breakdown, providing repair services
in a timely manner.
So, if you are in need of a troubleshooting or repair, you can call our service team anytime,
24-hours a day/7-days a week. Anytime you run into a machine problem, you can
reach a service technician by phone or e-mail and we will answer or respond.. You
don’t need help in two days, you need it now.

SERVICE HOTLINE

844-RMT-SERV (768-7378)
SERVICE@RMTUS.COM
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